
BRITISH LUXURY:
A Worthy Investment?
Walpole CEO Michelle
Emmerson charts the novel
customer experiences and
captivating brand stories which
make British design so desirable
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British luxury brands have a knack of creating designs that make you

not only desire them but also want to treasure them forever. Enduring

values such as craftsmanship and quality carry a timeless appeal and

are engrained into each Savile Row suit, bespoke scent or cult sports

car. Whether designed to retain its value or purely an investment in

pleasure, it’s easy to see why British brands are so coveted.

As always, British luxury begins with a good story. Everybody loves

owning something such as a piece of fine jewellery or a beautiful

watch, passed down through the generations and carrying a

compelling tale. It will always have a very special meaning to its

custodian, especially when stories tell of provenance and how the

product was made. I always think about highly skilled makers 

such as Roger Smith producing just 10 watches a year 

from his Isle of Man studio. Then there is Method Studio 

in Scotland. In creating one-of-a-kind wooden furniture and objects,

its founders, the husband-and-wife duo Callum Robinson and Marisa

Giannasi, will take great lengths to source unique woods and seek

permission to use them in the design process.

Elsewhere, the revival enjoyed by car makers such as Rolls-Royce and

Aston Martin is partly due to raising brand profiles and encouraging

enthusiasts to embrace the histories and stories of such celebrated

makers. Meanwhile, our thirst to know more about the master

blenders behind exclusive single-malt whiskies by the likes of Scottish

producers Glenmorangie and The Macallan shows no signs of abating.

This homespun genius is part of a wider movement, which is bringing

increased production back to the UK. By building its luxury yachts here

for example, Hampshire-based Redman Whiteley Dixon is contributing

to the development of core British craft skills such as marquetry and

leather stitching. Ultimately, this ensures that there is a strong

supply chain in place for its end product. Elsewhere, English

watchmaker Bremont is spurring on the British horology industry

by producing its latest timepieces from a workshop on the banks of

the Thames. Across the country, apprenticeships and design college

programmes are drawing young people into all areas of the watch,

jewellery, cabinet-making and footwear industries.


